, except that the phase of the harmonic has been shifted 90°by changing the coupling 15°. The wave form for "peak " and "flat" are here alike, except that the steeper side is in advance in the "peak" and the more gradual slope is in advance on the " flat." " Peak " and "flat " are conventional terms, indicating the phase of the harmonic. If the coupling were shifted 15°more, the " flat " curve would become peaked. [vol. 1, no. This correction is of course determined for each meter separately and may be taken from the curves in fig. 10 . In Table II are given the readings from the chronograph record for determining the frequency of the current, which in this case averaged 59.95 for the period of the run. Runs 2 and 5 were made using a peaked wave and runs 3 and 6 using a flat wave. The phase of the harmonic was then shifted 30°, and seven runs made in the same order as before. The third set of seven runs was made with the harmonic at 60°, the fourth set at 90°, and then three more sets of runs were made in reverse order with respect to the phase of the harmonic, making in all seven sets of seven runs each. The difference in per cent obtained in Table IV Tables III and IV, are In Table IV iiiji>i\iiUiii^UiiliiiiUimi>i^iJiiiiLiiniiA
